psst.... come here...(: check this out.
How would you like to make real money for a change...?.
Chances are you׳ve been asked that question before!
But wait...
Do you think your business is different and unique than others?
Then why do you act like everyone else!
Look, it's no secret that most business owners aim to take their business online
these days: Everyone without an exception are trying to crack the code on how to
catch the attention of his potential customer, which is not an easy task to
execute...
Among the millions of websites spread throughout the internet, you can easily spot
the ones who are attempting to use ‘cheap tricks’ (use fingers).
They try again and again so hard but fail to reach their targets.
Today businesses are dealing with the difficulty of explaining the client what makes
them different from others…
Today more than ever the way to create differentiation is tough.
In today's age… almost everyone is copying the marketing methodology from
everyone!
If you'll notice, you'll see that everyone looks and feels like everyone else.
Hi,
Welcome To AGroup Company.(:

Our vision is:
“Allow any business owner to be able to share information easily and quickly with
people around the world.”
By using our unique tools and our market- any business owner will get the
opportunity to attract as many clients as possible without wasting time and money.
In our company, we believe that everyone is different. Everyone has his/her
uniqueness.
I know that what I'm saying right now sounds a bit illogical, and most people will
say it's nice in theory but in practice it doesn't always work… it's important to me
that you'll know that what we say and do is based on years of experience… and
above all we guarantee that!
Want to know what we guarantee...? Click ON the Link...Only!, If you are ready to
learn how to market yourself online and Promote your business into a futuristic
world where you can create interest in people from all around the world to take an
interest in you or your products.

Click NOW!
Try to imagine your brand's Logo as a unique advertising tool like no other. One
that offers a verity of marketing possibilities most simply does not have.
In the next few minutes, I'm going to reveal to you an entirely new
world… One that will save you a lot of time, energy… and a whole lot of
money!!!
Starting today! All the ordinary, simple advertising tools you are using, change into
Digital advertising tools that work… and produce results!!!
With the correct mixture of the tools we are offering, you would be able to
immediately increase you client audience and drastically reduce your business's
publicity and marketing costs.
Interested to know what's this all about…? Here we go…
This is a new, esthetic, branded and unique Barcode which integrates in it the
pinnacle of technology.
Using-QrVision, your client can view any substance or marketing message you will
choose to convey…
Any forward-thinking business owner… wants to be perceived as a well-founded
authority in his/her field.
Every day, new competitors are added to your market.
Competition for clients has never been greater… And while your competitors make
use of cheap, black-and-white, boring and incomprehensible barcodes, this is your
opportunity to create a distinct differentiation and a new face for your brand!
What message do you really want to send about your brand…?
Innovation…? Credibility…? Professionalism…? Prestige…?
QrVision is an advertising power that works!
The use of our tools leads your brand forward in any media, you base your
position in the forefront of technology and project ingenuity, prestige and
strength!!!
Have you ever thought about trying to use QrVision?
You should try it yourself right now...
Simply scan the QR code and activate it by clicking on one of the Options.
Go ahead and give it a try...(:
Stop this video for a moment.
It’s OK, I can wait....(:
Did that work? If it did, click here / If it didn't, click here
There are currently dozens of different QR scanner options available in the market,
using different platforms, with a wide variety of qualities and endless features.

You are welcome to take a look at this list of scanners we have personally tested
and feel comfortable recommending to you since we know that they are working
perfectly.
What's different about us…?
The combination between the design coherence and the technological persistency
is what makes all the difference.
We use a unique method we rigorously developed over the years…
A method that ignores the limitations of technology and enables us to perform a
unique optimization process for the code, which in turn promises an impressive,
large and clear display of your logo and product.
With QrVision the transition between your marketing channels becomes easier
than ever.
You can change the message you want to convey to your clients in any given
moment.
QrVision connects your physical and digital world in a perfect fashion.
It doesn't really matter if the client meets your branded barcode in your business
card, mail, news-paper, on the menu, or even on a sticker in the middle of the
way…
All of your simple and regular advertising tools today, transform into digital
advertising channels that produce results!!!
In the age we live in it's impossible to create extra time… but it's possible to create
a branded barcode that will save you a lot of valuable time!
QR Code is like sex.
Everyone may look at it...
But not too many know how to get it right.
if we can agree on one thing it's that… today more than ever creativity is
the most sought after commodity. Here are a few examples that might
help you make use of our services
Recent studies suggest that black and white QR codes are normally ignored by
most people as they do not have anything unique and creative about them. The
fact they are meaningless makes them unapproachable and undesirable.
Creativity allows you to better represent your brand idea in an attractive way,
drawing your customers' attention and thus generating the action you were looking
for.
The beauty in QrVision it is that by incorporating a logo or image into your unique
code you "own" it, people immediately recognize the code as your own or try to
understand what's it about!

What's so great about a QRV code is that you can embed it onto any marketing or
promotional item that you hand your clients.
Many businesses owners make use of the idea of placing a QRV on their Email
Signature, business card, official papers, letters etc...
QRV is the most technologically advanced custom QR available in the market.
The advanced QRV allows the business to have its very own custom designed QR
by choosing among style combinations of shapes with virtually unlimited colors.
QrVision is an ingenious combination of design and expertise.
We are proud to be the founders of the world's first designed code.
QrVision is the leading brand in its field with 35 partners and distributers across
the globe.
(As for the time these lines are written…) we are the world's oldest and largest.
QrVision is the perfect designed asset for your business.
The branded barcode we deliver our costumers is: one of a kind and unique,
custom made and designed especially for you.
At QrVision each barcode is hand-designed by our team of specialist, and not by
machine.
We would love to design a branded barcode for you as well, which matches your
brand's needs perfectly and completely.
Our service is targeting those who want to get immediate results! Such as:
......
And especially for businesses that looking bright future for their business.
QrV is starting to be a social norm, and here's why:













It's an amazing tool for transferring messages and creating a good first impression---------Always!
QrV gets you interested... and want to see what's inside the code---------------Motivates for action!
Arrival instructions and a precise location using with google map or WAZE---------------------Easily!
With Qrv the way to you... is fast and easy without a need to type a number or address------Simple!
Trafficking interested customers directly to you… without going through any intermediates or
competitors-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Ingenious!
Research shows that clients react, understand and make use of Qrv---------------------------Proven!
With QrV you can challenge your guests during an event, party, or convention------------ Surprising!
Accurate statistics to measure the effectiveness of your advertising through different channels-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Practical!
Does not require reprinting... every time you choose to change the content---------------Economical!
A scan which leads directly to the "like"
name or password.

option on Facebook, without the need to type a user

A management system for updating promotions, news, videos, pictures and more (can be password
restricted).

If you want to hear More details...Or if you are ready to join to our Global Success
and Make Money with QRVgroup Reseller and Affiliate Programs
We would love to hear from you!(:
Fill in your information and i׳ll see you on the next page_(:
Let׳s make some money together!
-------Transformational education in the form of personal growth, well-being,
mindfulness and entrepreneurship is more than just our niche. It’s our passion, our
purpose and what makes us proud of the work we do.
We value our affiliates; they are the key factors for our success…
As an affiliate marketer, you need to focus on high-quality products that keep your
customers. To date we have a generous slice of this market, with more than
18,000 happy customers,
Our company offers high quality products that truly have a positive impact on
business!
We offer only impressive and promising products with added value.
As a business owner, a website owner or a blogger with your own lists, you know
that affiliate marketing is one of the best ways to generate income and give real
value to your clients. But what matters most is choosing the right company that is
at the pinnacle of their field with right product.
If you are looking to make money and want to work with a company that offers
optimal & High Commissions on Every Product...? You came to the right place...!
If you want begin earning commissions right away – without any hoop-jumping...?
Here you will find the way to do it!
With our Affiliate program you secure your customer base for as long as you are
an affiliate :),
With us, no expiry date! And this means that you’ll never have to worry about a
Future financial income.
Awesome Prizes for Top affiliates deserve top perks.
Let’s face it, you’ve worked hard to build your lists and get those sales,
so playing just as hard should be your reward.
Every year, our top five affiliates are invited to celebrate with us on event of the
year with all the amenities that Held in Las Vegas
We also like to spice things up and give away hot prizes during our launches.
So...You can keep spending your Time on seeing how other people become
successful and rich, or you can choose to work with us.
You can join our affiliate program and begin to a MONEY making.
Smile.(: Today is your lucky DAY Now this is your chance..!
Your life is about to change for ever

You want to jump on board...?
First of all it is important for you to know...
The profit potential is MASSIVE, but here׳s the bad news.
We choose to the Program only people ensure a High-Quality.
Whether you have a big or small list it doesn’t matter.:) It’s how connected and
committed you are to the mission of success.
Here are some of the things that successful affiliates on our team have:
….(Slide Show)….
Congratulations you're one of the lucky few to qualify to join us.
-------Most Businessmen are great at their jobs, but not so great at Explaining.
It's hard to trust other people to get a job done the way you like it done. It's also
hard to find the time to show someone else the ropes.
Here are Something that may help you solve the problem.
We live in an age of browsing web pages that we have lost the patience to read.
In real life people do not have patience, especially extra time.
My goal to help you in push your business faster successful for customer & sales
You ready to push your business to new way more than ever before?
TvE,- Strategies for Online Growth!
A potential customer that arrives at your site always prefers to watch a video that
quickly and effortlessly shows who you are and what service you provide.
Just as you are watching me right now!.
When a customer watches a video they seamless move from introduction to your
product or service.
If you already have material and are simply in need of professional editing, we are
here to help.
It will take you a few minutes, hours or even days to find one hundred websites or
inferior articles covering the same topic you're looking for,
Video viewing clarity and precision is priceless.
Video professional and quality is an excellent opportunity for you to earn your next
potential customer.
In addition, professional video helps you to move your web page to the first page
of search engines as Google gives preferential treatment to video.
Studies show that video is 100 times more likely to reach the first page on Google
than text or image.
How long does it take you to prepare for a meeting…?
How long does it take you to realize what to do when you buy a product that's
lacking an instruction video, for example, in shops like IKEA, Home depot etc.
How do you Tell People about what you do?

How long does it take you to explain something to someone else…?
TvE suitable for any person required to deliver a message..., and those who want
to save valuable time.
Let's get started with making your video.
For more details contact us.

Go ahead and then contact us and let's get started on making your video
today wildly successful
TvE is a division of the ioiMS specializing in the video industry:
Promotional videos, training videos, product videos
Business presentations and New Media.
The company is a part of the Internationally renowned AGroup.
Also available is the prestigious exclusive department for our Special clients, LPV luxury project video
This department specializes in serving our Private clients who are looking into
perpetuating their most beloved memories of the past into a breath-taking video
clip.
What do you do with the countless memories stored away in a drawer or sitting
idly in folder on your computer?
Let us provide you with a unique and exciting gift, one that will remain for future
generations.
All you have to do is send us all the materials you want to edit.
(Pictures, short-films, etc.)
We will take care to give you a short video into making it something priceless.
In life, we will never know what tomorrow brings.
No promotional actions can guarantee anything for your business.
You can keep spending your money on advertisement that may or may not work,
or you can choose get involve with us.
With our tools and services, you no longer repeating the pitch and explaining the
product over and over again, and the tools allow you to better prepare for any
meeting and presentations. You can allow your clients to get some information
about the product anytime, anywhere.
You have come to the place where you can save time building your brand in the
eye of the beholder, while promote your business quickly and easily.
Now, this is your chance!
How do small businesses become famous?

BIG thing…

Think Colorful, think Designed, imagine the nextBlack and white– is OUT. Colorful and designed– is IN.

No traffic police on earth will be able to stop the traffic this code will bring to your
business.
Read… understand! And start advertising
Did you ever try to understand how the big companies succeed every time in
creating much desired attention to their, and every creative sentence that draws
thousands of clients not to abandon them?!
It's true that persistence is the right way for the success of any business, but the
main thing is the ability to make use of all existing advertising tools!
Whenever an innovative and new advertising tool hits the market, they are the first
to use it, in order not to fade into the advertisement mainstream.
With the tools we will provide for you, you won't need to invest all of your money
and resources, in order to advertise and take part in the playground of the big
companies.
After watching this next video you will begin to understand… and maybe succeed
in branding your business just as powerfully and perhaps more powerfully than all
your big competitors.
Restaurants and coffee shops with an aroma of technology.
For any restaurant/food chain owner, this idea can be a real revolution…
Watch the idea that will upgrade your business and make your clients ask for
more…
This is how you'll make your event unforgettable, one that people would
remember for many years to come...
Using our tools arranging an event becomes an easier task than ever.
You'll be able to know in advance how many guests will be attending your event,
and also enable them to arrive easily and simply…
The possibilities we can provide for your special day exceed all imagination.
This is how you'll become a leading locomotive in the real-estate business
Using your own branded QrV you can transform any apartment/real-estate project.
Scan and start playing a variety of amusing games.
Online games and gadgets have become popular over the past few years,
Let your customers play game while they're waiting in line or a waiting to for a
meal.
---------------------

If you're watching me now in probably means that you understand you need
professional help.
Mainly you understood that getting clients isn't simple… and clients don't simply
fall out of the sky.

Also maybe you've already experienced ups and downs in your business… and you
even managed to get a number of successes and transactions with some clients
Also before you arrive to a state of economical duress then you say: ok, I need to rebuild my
business and after you (use fingers) "tried" some of these things:
….(Slide Show)….
Nothing is really working.
In this rate we both know that very soon… if you don't do something different,
something bold, your business will collapse.
And you'll reach that same situation where businesses like yours arrive to us at the
last moment – asking us to work as hard as possible to help them but it is already
too late…
Somehow they are left with less money than they've started the business with and
massive debts to banks and suppliers are haunting them for over-due payments.
They carry with them a difficult sensation of stress, frustration, hours without sleep
and mainly ask god how did it come to this?!
And the amount of mercy for them is: 0.
So if you're not there yet, and you want to save your business and mainly steer it
towards your future…
Just feel free to contact us on the Email, TODAY.
So what do we really need to do to succeed in online marketing…?
There is so many confusion and "bullshit" around online marketing that it's hard to
separate the important from the unimportant.
My recommendation is: Video marketing! The technological revolution in the field
of digital photography has broken the monopoly of the big studios. Today, video is
the no.1 marketing tool that works everywhere.
Knowledgeable factors claim that… by 2017 video will make 69% of all internet
consumer-traffic. By Sysco 1/10 of all the videos are being watched by mobile
phones and tablets. We can see a significant increase in the use of videos through
mobile phones and the numbers keep on climbing by more than 57%.
Take a peek into the world of the data:
….(Slide Show)….
We will teach you how to integrate today's digital world with the old analog world.
We will teach you how to brand yourself correctly and over time… and earn a great
deal of money from it.
You will learn how to market and convince people to by your product without any
effort!
No tricks, no secrets and mainly not a lot of effort.

This is your opportunity to learn a series of simple actions that will make you stop
working hard!
Watch our series of tips and find out to create an effective marketing maneuver
online.
To get the link and start watching our series of tips please fill in the form below:
We will help you create your own video channel. We will also help you find the
uniqueness of your business.
Using our tools you can create marketing differentiated from all others and such
that cannon be duplicated.
We are willing to put a lot of money at stake, so you will feel completely confidant
with your decision.
I'm so sure you'll get more results for your business during the 90 days we'll be
working together.
And that's why we offer you a plan with 100% satisfaction guarantee for 90 days!!!
It means… you commit – we commit.
Should you receive a less than impressive result, or should you find after 90 days
that working with us wasn't worth your while, we will supply a full 100% refund of
your money paid.
With such a warranty statement you can only profit, and have nothing to lose.
How many times in your life did you encounter a situation where you were
supposed to introduce yourself and/or your business in a short, straight forward
and goal oriented fashion and you never had enough time to do so.
With TvE you can present your massage in a simple, easy, focused and in the
target way.
It will take minutes, hours or even days to find a hundred inferior sites or articles that cover
the topic you are looking for… but from the moment you arrived here – your search is over.
Time is man's most valuable resource…
You can't buy time with money and time passed will not come back
Business owner…? Want to promote your product quickly? 90 days that are going to change
your life!
Short videos have become the new marketing locomotive that drives millions of
people to action.
If you’re not there, you are truly square.
Join and enjoy all the advantages in one place! And today a special offer…
Don׳t pass it up and click away,

You have nothing to lose!
No risk!. 100% chance of you saying it's amazing. How haven’t I did this before?
90 days to get your money back
Now Let׳s get down to business...
A gift worth 500$ is waiting for you in the end of this Video
It worked for me and it will also work for you… this is how you'll reach the first
page on Google

So Now take a second to congratulate yourself on a Job well done.
This ad is meant for those who want to stop working!
Go ahead and start small just to give yourself peace of mind.
More clients, more work, more sales and most important more money!!!
Don't invest a dollar on advertisement before visiting our site
SO what is the Code..? Good Question(:
How to bypass the competitors in the search results..?
Cost saving!, A monthly payment model.
no need for purchase of equipment
SIGN UP AT THE LINK BELOW
Only a low monthly Fee!
I met the Code
Who is our service meant for…?
Business owners who want to develop new business opportunities.
Businesses that want to explain about their business in a clearer, more correct and
better way.
Businesses that want to get people interested in them and/or their products.
Businesses that want to drive their clients to action.
And to all those businesses that want to create a video advertising campaign for
their brand.
Total:
4000 - Word (:

